
About Us 

Guru-G will help students by enriching their knowledge, help cope with their syllabi and attain 

goals for a better future for themselves. 

 We at Guru-G believe in bringing about overall development of students who come to 

us seeking knowledge. 

 To us every student has the innate capability to excel with the right kind of guidance. 

 Our Interactive & New Age Methodologies not only make learning as an ENJOYABLE 

EXPERIENCE but also create MOTIVATED & ENERGETIC STUDENTS ready To excel In 

their Exams. 

It started as a small idea during tea time among us research mates. But only one believed in it, the 

idea became an aim and finally a cause – to educate young minds so that they do not falter among 

the masses. GURU-G was set up and it began it first baby steps under a very determined Vaibhav 

Shinde, the founder of GURU-G. 

 

 

FEATURES 

Faculty 

The faculty members at GURU-G are young and dynamic enthusiasts who are academic over 

achievers with the zeal to impart knowledge and share experience. Faculty members at GURU-G are 

capable of changing and modifying their guidance techniques as also improve their methods to 

enable better learning among students. Highly experienced in their respective fields with industrial 

exposure, enables the students to interact with industrial professions one on one. Our faculty 

members boast of NET/SET cleared, PhD candidates, professors teaching at reputed colleges, 

visiting faculty from industries. Hospitals/ free lance professions, research students among others. 

Weekly tests 

Tests will be conducted so that the students achievements in the subject enrolled for is 

evaluated and that so student goes neglected. Depending on students’ achievements the teaching 

and guiding methods will be modified so as to facilitate better learning and grasping of the subject 

with a greater degree of understanding. The students’ test results will be directly uploaded to the 

students’ online GURU-G profile for viewing/ comparison etc. 

Parent Teacher Meeting 

Meetings will be organized so that the parents can directly interact with the faculty members 

and discuss their wards progress/problems. Parents can also avail benefits from the interactions to 

know more about the subject undertaken by their wards. Open house will also be arranged at the 

beginning of the academic sessions so that the parents can visit GURU-G, check out the infra 

structures interact with the faculty, discuss and plan for the courses etc. 



 

Audio video classes 

Use of audio and video aides to help explain certain topics is promoted at GURU-G as we 

believe learning happens visually as also via listening as much as learning takes place by reading or 

writing. This ensures complete understanding and better learning. 

Study material 

The study material provided at GURU-G is highly and extensively researched from reliable 

sources/ famed authors/Known publishers and is highly approved by colleges. The material once 

obtained is reproduced in simple and easy to understand notes by our enthusiastic faculty with 

helps students to grasp the onus of the topic rapidly. 

Virtual labs 

 With the advent of newer technology, we at GURU-G embraced the same and now pride 

ourselves in providing to the students and aiding them to clear their basics in practicals and build 

upon principles of various experiments with the help of virtual laboratories. The practicals are 

conducted within the classroom with the help of softwares where in reagents, chemicals, slides, 

instruments reading are applied as in real conditions and the corresponding results can be obtained 

based on the experiments being conducted. This facility aid in understanding the principles of 

various experiments thus helping students excel in practicals as well.  

 

Technology aided teaching 

GURU-G incorporates modern methods of teaching which includes e-learning via digital 

classrooms. Various softwares that provide better understanding of principles and topic matters are 

employed for superior learning by the students. Classes are well equipped with projectors for 

viewing of presentations and videos to facilitates visual learning along with a theoretical approach 

towards the curriculum. 

Parental Involvement 

GURU-G aims to educate a student not only within the classroom but also at home which os 

possible / can be achieved by creating awareness among parents about their wards progress on 

academics regularly. This is facilitated by parent teacher meetings and by creating an online profile 

of the student where in the students’ progress report, fees structure, courses enrolled for and 

various circulars are uploaded and updated so that parents can view them and discuss the same at 

the meetings organized. 

Parent Student Management 

On admission an online GURU-G profile of the student will be created which can be accessed 

by both student and parents. The students’ achievements in weekly, test, assignments, academics 

will be updated in to the students GURU-G profile for viewing and capering and assessing. A unique 



password known only to the student and parent will be issued so that progress if the student can 

be monitored and analyzed by the parents. 

 

Online test/cloud classrooms.  

Video lectures. Study from home too. Easy to understand simple topics can be learnt from the 

comfort of one’s home. Video lectures will be uploaded which can/should be viewed by students. 

Cloud classrooms will be conducted by visiting faculties/Industrial professionals. This enables 

students to take full advantage of their expertise even while at home. Online tests will be conducted 

at the classroom so that students can be evaluated immediately. 

Reasonable fees 

GURU-G provides education at lower fees as compared to other classes all the time never 

compromising in the quality of education, training and guidance as we believe that guidance and 

learning comes naturally with begin a human being and is an ongoing process. We strive to improve 

and create an all round close to perfect personality by offering additional courses for free along with 

the courses enrolled for. Feel free to discuss the same with the administration of GURU-G. 

Classrooms 

GURU-G classrooms are well furnished with comfortable desks and seats, fully equipped with 

functional computers, projectors, white boards, facilitation effective learning via digital lectures. 

Classrooms are spacious, well ventilated with adequate provision for drinking water and access to 

washrooms. 

Batches 

GURU-G aims to guide for growth of every individual student that we can reach, however so 

that every student gets adequate and the attention that each student rightfully deserves, we try to 

limit the number of students per batch to 25(max.) so that the personality of each student is 

identified, marked and considered by the faculty. So book your positions soon. 

 


